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Iceland 7N 8D 
 

Day 01 Reykjavik 

Arrive Reykjavik. Meet and greet upon arrival, hotel 

transfer (01hr), your Ion Hotel is considered one of 

the best places to see Auroras Borealis (Northern 

Lights). The bright dancing lights of the aurora are 

collisions between electrically charged particles from 

the sun that enter the Earth’s atmosphere, shades of 

red, yellow, green, blue and violet have been 

reported.  

 

Overnight Reykjavik. 

 

 

Day 02 Reykjavik 

Enjoy breakfast in the comfort of your hotel; your 

private tour takes you to Thingvellir National Park 

(辛格維利爾國家), a UNESCO World Heritage Site, 

home to the world’s longest running parliament, see 

the dramatic landscape formed as a result of sitting 

along the border between the North American & 

European tectonic plates.  

 

Continue with Gullfoss Waterfall (古佛斯瀑布。在

冰島語中意指 黃金瀑布), explore Strokkur Geysir 

(蓋席爾間歇泉區) a hot spring that is the namesake 

for all geysers in the world, stories of the area can be found in documents from the late 13
th

 century.  

 

Explore Crater Kerid (蓋瑞斯火山口), a 55 meter 

deep volcanic crater, about 3000 years old, part of a 

group of volcanic hills called Tjarnarhólar, now filled 

with water, creating a lake whose steep circular slopes 

resemble an ancient amphitheatre. 

 

Final stop will be Vik (approx. 144km), hotel transfer, 

overnight Icelandair Hotel. 
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Day 03 Reykjavik – Kirkjubæjarklaustur 

Breakfast at hotel, check-out and you will be driven 

to the small town of Kirkjubaejarklaustur (史卡夫

塔國家公園) the former site of a 12th-century 

Catholic convent. Visit Seljalandsfoss Waterfalls (

塞里亞蘭瀑布) for a glimpse of Eyjafjallajökull (埃

亞菲亞德拉冰蓋) where the great volcanic eruption 

took place in 2010. 

 

Discover the picturesque Skogafoss (史可加瀑布), 

on a clear day you can see the famous volcanoes, 

Hekla (赫克拉火山)  and Eyjafjallajökull (埃亞菲

亞德拉冰蓋多). Enjoy your evening hunt for the 

Northern Lights at the Volcano Center. 

 

Overnight at Magma or Icelandair Hotel Klaustur. 

 

Day 04 Kirkjubæjarklaustur 

Hotel breakfast, journey to Skaftafell National Park, 

one of Iceland's most outstanding areas of natural 

beauty where you will have a short glacier hike, we 

will arrange the crampons for you to enjoy fabulous 

view. The glacier tongues give the national park a 

majestic fairy tale scene. 

 

We pull out the crampons for one hour long glacier 

hike in the Skaftafell area, at locations where the 

glacier flows more rapidly, giant cracks called 

crevasses are formed. It is dangerous to walk on a 

glacier without a specialized tour guide, the crevasses 

can get covered over by snow. You will need to have good hiking shoes. The crampons cannot be 

fitted onto sneakers or other light walking shoes. 

 

Visit Svínafellsjökull, one of the major glacier outlets originating from the impressive Vatnajökull 

Glacier before heading to the stunning Jokulsarlon Glacial Lagoon (傑古沙龍冰河湖) to see 

floating icebergs and possibly curious seals. Throughout the day we are afforded magnificent views 

of the mighty Vatnajökull Glacier (if road conditions permit). 

 

Overnight Mamga or Icelandair Hotel. 

 

Day 05 Kirkjubæjarklaustur – Reykjavik 

Enjoy breakfast in the comfort of your hotel, check-out and transfer to the Snowmobile Base 

Solheimakot, located at the foot of Myrdalsjokull Glacier, experience a fun snowmobile adventure. 

 

Continue a Glacier Hike (crampon shoes will be provided) to Solheimajokull Glacier, prior to 

returning to Reykjavik. Overnight Alda Hotel or Borg Kea. 

 

Seljalandsfoss Waterfalls 

Skaftafell National Park 
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Day 06 Reykjavik – Snaefellsnes Peninsula 

Breakfast at hotel, drive to Borgarfjörður, your private tour begins with a visit to Deildartunguhver, 

one the most powerful hot spring in the world. Then to Hraunfossar (Lava waterfalls) and 

Barnafossar (Children's waterfalls) with fantastic scenery, see these amazing natural sights.  

 

You will be escorted via Super Jeep or Super Truck to 

Húsafell and then driven to Langjokull Glacier (朗

格冰原冰川), which translates into ‘Long Glacier’, 

from Icelandic; welcome to the second largest ice cap 

in Iceland. See how 2,500 years of ice has been 

sculpted by nature, your journey takes you across the 

great wilderness, allowing you better understand the 

Ice Age and enjoy some magnificent landscapes, 

departure to Glacier approx.. 1230hrs (tour Into The 

Glacier already booked, approx. 04hrs). 

 

Meeting at Husafell Swimming Pool for a relaxing 

hot spring experience, overnight Snaefellsens 

Peninsula, Hotel Rjukandi. 

 

Day 07 Snaefellsnes Peninsula – Blue Lagoon 

Hotel breakfast, visit Arnarstapi, the cliffs in the area 

are teaming with sea birds. Once there, enjoy a short 

soothing walk along the cliffs and enjoy the birds. 

From Arnastapi, if the weather conditions permit (no 

clouds), you can enjoy the sight of Snæfellsjokull, a 

glacier made known worldwide due to the French 

fiction writer, Jules Verne, in his Journey to the 

Center of the Earth, a famous 19
th

 century novel. 

 

Transfer to Hellnar, an ancient fishing port. After a 

short lunch break visit Djúpalónsandur, a beach with 

many gravels and beautifully shaped stones. 

Overnight at Silica Blue lagoon 

  

Day 08 Blue Lagoon – Reykjavik – Hong Kong 

Enjoy breakfast in the comfort of your hotel, airport transfer to KEF Airport, depart Reykjavik for 

flight to Hong Kong.  

Langjokull Glacier 

Snæfellsjokull 


